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 Breakfast Burrito  

 Cauliflower Hashbrown  

       Weekend Brunch Bonified 

     Easy Eggs Benedict 

Crepes with filling 

     Sheet pan pancake 

     French toast 

 Chicken and Waffles 

  

Chapter for Lunch 

        On-The-Go Pace 
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 Strawberry Pie 

      Little Delights 
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About this keto recipe template in Word 
If you find this recipe template perfect for your keto recipes then please spread the word and appreciate us by sharing 

these awesome and free templates with others as much as you can so that other people will also take benefits of our 

free great resources. You can write to us with any of your comments or suggestions at our website below: 

https://usedtotech.com 

Please remember that this template is for PERSONAL USE ONLY. However, you’re still allowed to sell your recipe 

books prepared using this template (you must give credits to us when using this template). For its full commercial use, 

contact us at admin@usedtotech.com. 

 

On the Insert tab, the galleries include items that are designed to coordinate with the overall look of your document. 

You can use these galleries to insert tables, headers, footers, lists, cover pages, and other document building blocks. 

When you create pictures, charts, or diagrams, they also coordinate with your current document look. You can easily 

change the formatting of selected text in the document text by choosing a look for the selected text from the Quick 

Styles gallery on the Home tab. 

Disclaimer:  

My advice does not exceed the recommendations, advice or care management plan of your health care provider or 

diabetes specialist. I have not individually evaluated your medical history or diabetes and therefore, any suggestions 

made in this book are held as my opinion and not meant to replace your diabetes management. Especially if you are 

Type 1 or on insulin, then of course, you must refer to your clinician’s diabetes counseling for your insulin plan with 

any diet change. 
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Ingredients  Instructions 
Makes 8 servings   

2 eggs 

2 tbsp whipping cream 

2 tbsp shredded cheese 

Substitutions for cream: 

half and half or milk 

Cooking Tip:  

The next time you buy a carton of 

eggs, notice that the package 

comes with a Sell By date rather 

than an expiration date. Your eggs 

should be edible for a 3-4 weeks 

after that date, so don’t toss them 

in the garbage until then. If you’re 

not sure an egg is still good, take a 

big whiff of it after cracking. Your 

nose will be offended by an 

unpleasant odor if it is no good. 

 1. Coat a 12 ounce microwave safe coffee mug with cooking spray. 

Add eggs and milk.; beat until blended.  

2. Microwave on high for 45 seconds, stir. 

3. Microwave until the eggs are almost set, another 30 to 45 seconds 

longer.  

4. Top with cheese; season with salt and pepper.  

Microwave times vary and cooking times may need to be adjusted.  

 

 

Nutrition        Serving Size: 1 cup      Carbohydrates 0 g       Protein 15 g        Fat 15 g 
 

Rec i pes  f o r  Bre akfa s t  |  E as y  

COFFEE CUP SCRAMBLE 
For as inexpensive as 15 cents each, the incredible edible egg is a 

nutrient-dense, affordable, perfect choice for breakfast. It adds 

protein, which will help to stabilize the blood sugars and avoid 

lows during the afternoon. It adds fat, to give the feeling of 

fullness.  
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Ingredients  Instructions 
   

Yield: 2, or 4 as a side 

 

1 pound Brussel sprouts 

Salt and pepper, to taste 

1 tbsp butter 

3 clove garlic, minced 

6 olives, minced 

2 eggs 

lemon juice, to taste 

 

Optional: 

4 slices of bacon 

 1. Chop off the ends of the sprouts. Slice them in half, then finely cop 

each half. Place the shreds in a bowl and sprinkle with salt and 

pepper.  

2. Additional option: Pan cook the bacon. Once completed, then 

remove the bacon and pour out the grease, leaving a slight coating 

on the pan. Then, skip the butter.  

3. Melt the butter in a medium-size nonstick pain with a lide over 

medium-high heat, swirling to coat the pan. Add the Brussel and 

the garlic, then let them cook until just a little wilted, about 1 

minute. Toss the misture. Add the olives and toss again.  

4. Crack the eggs into the pan so they aren’t touching. Sprinkle with 

salt and pepper. Pour in 2 tbsp of water and cover with the lid. Let 

the eggs steam, undisturbed, until the whites are cooked through, 

but the yolks are still runny, about 2 minutes.  

5. Turn off the heat and squeeze lemon juice on everything. Serve.  

 

 

 

Notes 
 

Rec i pes  f o r  Bre akfa s t  |  Me d i um  

BRUSSEL SPROUTS HASH 
This simple concoction is a great dish for bruch. The brussels get 

salty and tangly from the lives and lemon, then they crisp and 

caramelize on the bottom. Mix in a little fat from the egg yol and 

you have a wonderful serving of vegetables at the start of the day. 
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Ingredients  Instructions 
   

Yields: 1 

 

2 large eggs 

1 tsp milk 

1 tsp olive oil 

 

Optional:  

1 ox. Smoked salmon 

¼ slice avocado 

1 Tbsp fresh basil 

 1. To prepare the omelet, beat 2 large eggs with 1 tsp milk and add a 

pnch of salt 

2. Cook in 1 tsp olive oil in a small nonstick skillet over medium heat 

until the botoom is set and the center is still a bit runny, 1 to 2 

minutes.  

3. Flip the omelet over and cook until set, about 30 seconds more.  

 

Optional: Top with  smoked salmon, avocado slices and basil. 

cookbook. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes 
 

Rec i pes  f o r  Bre akfa s t  |  E as y  

OMELET 
Looking for a stunning Word template for making keto diet plan 

recipes? This is what we have prepared for you in Microsoft 

Word format! You can use this free Word recipe template to make 

an outstanding recipe book including recipes for breakfast, lunch 

and dinner. 
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Ingredients  Instructions 
   

Yields: 1 

 

4 slices Canadian Bacon 

1 tsp white vinegar 

4 eggs 

1 cup butter 

3 egg yolks 

Sauce: 

1 tbsp heavy cream 

1 dash cayenne pepper 

½ tsp salt 

1 tbsp lemon juice 

 

 

 4. Even if you are not very good with Microsoft Word, still by using 

this template, you can prepare a full-fledged and professional 

looking cookbook. 

5. Either write your recipes from scratch or copy your existing 

content into this template. 

6. Make sure you check the “Navigation Pane” to know about the 

headings’ level and also check the “Styles” group for available 

styles. 

7. This template is formatted into “Sections”, so please also take care 

of these things when inserting or deleting pages from this 

template. 

8. We have included every necessary thing in this recipe template 

design. However, feel free to use, edit or modify this template in 

any way you want it to like. 

9. A super professional cover page has also been added at the start of 

the template. Automatic table of contents is also included in this 

template. You can update the entire TOC by clicking on the 

“Update Table…” option at the table of contents. 

 

Notes 

Rec i pes  f o r  Bre akfa s t  |  E as y  

EASY EGGS BENEDICT 
This is an easy recipe because the sauce is simply put together in 

a blender- no double boiling necessary. Assemble the eggs with 

sauce over Canadian bacon. If you prefer, then choose salmon 

because it is an omega- 3 option. What a great way to eat omega-3 

with some variety!  
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Ingredients  Instructions 
   

Please first read our “Important 

Notes” document attached in the 

download package. 

Our templates usually consist of 

dummy text throughout the 

document so before you submit 

your book for final publishing, 

make sure there remains no 

placeholder text in the template. 

--- 

The layout, design, formatting, 

automatic table of contents – just 

everything has already been 

designed in this recipe template 

and this is for your Personal Use 

Only. 
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content into this template. 
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headings’ level and also check the “Styles” group for available 

styles. 

13. This template is formatted into “Sections”, so please also take care 

of these things when inserting or deleting pages from this 
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Rec i pes  f o r  D inne r  |  H ar d  

PESTO CHICKEN CASSEROLE 
Looking for a stunning Word template for making keto diet plan 

recipes? This is what we have prepared for you in Microsoft 

Word format! You can use this free Word recipe template to make 

an outstanding recipe book including recipes for breakfast, lunch 

and dinner. 
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 22. Even if you are not very good with Microsoft Word, still by using 

this template, you can prepare a full-fledged and professional 

looking cookbook. 
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28. Ingredients 29.  30. Instructions 

31.  32.  33.  

34. Please first read our 

“Important Notes” document 

attached in the download 

package. 

35. Our templates usually consist 

of dummy text throughout the 

document so before you 

submit your book for final 

publishing, make sure there 

remains no placeholder text in 

the template. 

36. --- 

37. The layout, design, formatting, 

automatic table of contents – 

just everything has already 

been designed in this recipe 

template and this is for your 

Personal Use Only. 

38.  

39.  1. Even if you are not very good with Microsoft Word, still by using 

this template, you can prepare a full-fledged and professional 

looking cookbook. 

2. Either write your recipes from scratch or copy your existing 

content into this template. 

3. Make sure you check the “Navigation Pane” to know about the 

headings’ level and also check the “Styles” group for available 

styles. 

4. This template is formatted into “Sections”, so please also take care 

of these things when inserting or deleting pages from this 

template. 

5. We have included every necessary thing in this recipe template 

design. However, feel free to use, edit or modify this template in 

any way you want it to like. 

6.  

7.  
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8. Notes 

9.  

 


